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Chapter 641: Demonic Transformation 

Wolf Fang's expression darkened, and he looked towards Ye Yuan and said, "A sharp tongue. You don't 

know life from death! Hand over the Thunder Essence Fruits, and I'll spare you from death!" 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, "Said that you're dumb and you're still unwilling to concede. Now, I'll tell you to 

hand over your inner core. Will you hand it over or not?" 

"What a sharp tongue. As long as you have this capability, no harm in taking it away either," Wolf Fang 

said with a cold smile. 

"I'll return these words to you as well. If you have the capabilities, take the Thunder Essence Fruits 

away," Ye Yuan said without any reservation. 

During this period of time, Ye Yuan had constantly been hearing how incredible and powerful Wolf Fang 

was and really wanted to experience it a little. 

With that round of testing the waters earlier, although both parties knew that the other guy's strength 

was not weak, they both did not feel that they would lose. 

Geniuses all had their own pride and absolute self-confidence. How could they admit defeat that easily? 

But Wolf Fang's strength was indeed very formidable. He could actually rely on his own strength to cut 

off the dragon pressure. This was absolutely not what ordinary demons could do. 

Ye Yuan reckoned that this Wolf Fang should have awakened divine beast bloodline. Even though it was 

extremely faint, his cultivation realm was much higher than Ye Yuan's. Using it to withstand the dragon 

pressure was still achievable. 

Of course, Ye Yuan did not plan on relying on the dragon pressure to be able to make myriad beasts 

submit either. In the end, he still had to rely on his own fist. 

"Alright then. I'll come and take it myself!" 

Wolf Fang finished talking and swept over towards Ye Yuan directly like a fierce gale. 

"Illusionary Wolf Fang Fist!" 

In midair, Wolf Fang suddenly manifested countless incarnations, covering the sky and earth as he 

attacked Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan just gave a vacant smile when he saw the situation. He then slowly closed his eyes. 

Heart Like Monolith! 

Origin Spirit Nine Transformations! 

Ye Yuan directly entered into Heart Like Monolith Heart Realm and broke through to Fifth Level Soul 

Sea. 
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Even the Essence Devouring Confounding Fog could not confuse Ye Yuan. How could merely illusions 

hoodwink Ye Yuan's eyes? 

Under Heart Like Monolith, all activities in the surroundings were all within Ye Yuan's grasp. 

Talking about it was slow, but all of this was actually something that happened in a blink of an eye. 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan turned around abruptly and unleashed a punch at Wolf Fang! 

Bang! 

The illusions which filled the skies scattered. Ye Yuan and Wolf Fang were both blasted flying out by 

each other. 

The exchange this time, they were evenly-matched! 

Yet, this was completely not the case the way others saw it. 

Wolf Fang was practically the synonym for invincibility in the Azure Mountain Region. 

There was nobody who could view his back in the young generation at all. 

But this opening move earlier was actually unable to do anything to Ye Yuan. 

When Gu Xie and Goldsun saw this scene, their faces had unspeakable solemness. 

"Did this fellow make a wild guess? This move of Wolf Fang's can be said to be unsolvable. How did he 

know that was Wolf Fang's true self?" Gu Xie said in astonishment. 

Wolf Fang's Illusionary Wolf Fang Fist was very famous in the entire Azure Mountain Region. Gu Xie 

naturally knew its power. 

But it was precisely because he knew that the shock in his heart was even greater. 

Those illusions were all condensed and formed by Wolf Fang with essence energy. Each one had Wolf 

Fang's aura, and this caused an immensely confusing situation. Differentiating which one was real was 

exceedingly difficult. 

But those illusions did not seem to have any effect at all in front of Ye Yuan. In just a twinkle, Ye Yuan 

found the main body. 

Illusion-type martial techniques had a trait. As long as one found the main body, this move was basically 

useless already. 

But the problem was, did Ye Yuan really see through it, or was his luck good? 

"Should be . . . a wild guess, right? How can this move of Wolf Fang's be that easy to crack?" Goldsun 

had shock written all over his face too. 

Wolf Fang's expression was as dark as water. He similarly did not believe that Ye Yuan cracked his 

martial technique that easily. 

"Illusionary Wolf Fang Fist!" 



Wolf Fang unleashed this martial technique once more, and the commotion this time was even more 

massive than before! 

For a moment, the sky was filled with Wolf Fang's illusions! 

This time, Wolf Fang hid even more carefully. He was confident that Ye Yuan absolutely could not see 

through. 

Yet, things did not develop like he imagined. Ye Yuan accurately found him once again! 

Rumble! 

The two people were evenly-matched again! 

"It's not a wild guess! This . . . How did he find the real body?" Gu Xie's face had shock written all over it. 

"How can this fellow be so strong? Luckily, we didn't fight with him just now. Otherwise . . ." 

Goldsun recalled how arrogant they were to Ye Yuan just now and was filled with fear after the incident 

at this time. 

Fortunately, Ye Yuan only pressured them with dragon pressure earlier and did not really attack. 

Otherwise, they would definitely be too miserable to look at right now. 

Yu Shu had an excited face currently. She grabbed hold of Yu Leng's hand and said agitatedly, "Big 

Brother Ye Yuan is so incredible! Big Brother Ye Yuan is so incredible! Did you see that, Big Sister Yu 

Leng? That is Wolf Fang! Wolf Fang is actually helpless against Big Brother Ye Yuan!" 

Even though the shock that Ye Yuan brought to Yu Leng was already a lot, it was far from as intense as 

this time. 

Wolf Fang was practically an undefeatable existence in their hearts. But facing Ye Yuan, he actually could 

not do anything at all! 

Yu Leng believed that as long as the fox clan protected the Thunder Essence Fruits, they would surely 

rise up! 

"I saw it! I saw it! Mister Ye he is really formidable! Maybe . . . maybe encountering Mister Ye is our fox 

clan's enormous lucky chance!" 

The current Yu Leng actually swept away the frost manner she had previously and became like Yu Shu; 

becoming Ye Yuan's loyal admirers. 

"Hehe, Big Sister Yu Leng, you were still saying to definitely kill Big Brother Ye Yuan back then. Now, 

you're actually also . . ." 

"Shut up! You, this lass, asking for a beating is it? I, that . . . that . . ." 

"Hehe, just kidding! I know that Big Sister Ye Leng was also for the sake of the fox clan," Yu Shu said with 

a giggle. 

"Terrific lad. Indeed rather capable. No wonder you're so rampant!" Wolf Fang said solemnly. 



Ye Yuan said nonchalantly, "It's not that I'm capable, but you, this dumb wolf, are too stupid. Illusions 

this sort of hollow display is only good for fooling some rookies, that's all. You aren't relying on this to be 

so unbridled in the Azure Mountain Region, right?" 

When Ye Yuan's words were said, everyone had an impulse to spew blood. 

Was this a hollow, empty display of skill? Then what was genuine ability? 

"Humph! So what if you've broken my illusions? Now, I'll let you take a look at what I'm relying on to be 

so unbridled in the Azure Mountain Region!" 

When Wolf Fang finished talking, his entire person's aura transformed. His body gave off thick black gas. 

"Young Lord Wolf Fang actually demonized!" 

"This fellow is truly terrifying. I've been at the Azure Mountain Region for so long and have yet to see 

anybody who can force Young Lord to demonize!" 

"Young Lord possesses the Blacksky Divine Wolf bloodline. After demonic transformation, his strength 

will have a huge increase. This fellow is dead for sure!" 

Wolf Fang's demonic transformation caused a stir. Very clearly, this sort of demonic transformation was 

very rarely seen. 

After demons take form, maintaining human form was beneficial to their cultivation. But their truly 

powerful state was still demonic transformation state! 

Under the black gas's embrace, a savage black demon wolf appeared in front of everyone. 

The demon wolf revealed sharp wolf fangs and sharp claws, looking very harrowing. 

Wolf Fang's pair of pitch-black eyes stared at Ye Yuan ferociously, his gaze revealing a murderous gleam. 

But when Ye Yuan saw the situation, he laughed without any care and said, "I say, turns out that you, 

this dumb wolf, still has some capabilities. To actually possess the divine beast Blacksky Divine Wolf 

bloodline. But . . . isn't this bloodline of yours a little too faint?" 

The demonized Wolf Fang actually uttered human words out of his mouth. He said, "I hope that you can 

still laugh in a while." 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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Swoosh! 

Wolf Fang had just finished speaking, and he instantly vanished from sight! 

Bang! 

An intense collision. Ye Yuan was knocked flying out directly. 

After the demonic transformation, Wolf Fang's speed was simply unfathomable. 

Apart from Ye Yuan, practically no one could see Wolf Fang's trajectory trails clearly. 
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"Ah! Big Brother Ye Yuan!" When Yu Shu saw this scene, she could not help getting a huge shock and 

was going to dash towards Ye Yuan. 

Swoosh! 

It was only to hear the sound of the air howling. Wolf Fang actually headed for Yu Shu! 

But at this time, there was already nobody who could react to it. 

Except for Ye Yuan! 

Bang! 

Under the situation where no one saw how he made his move, Ye Yuan was sent flying out hugging Yu 

Shu. 

"What happened just now? Wasn't that brat injured? How did he save that little fox?" 

"No idea! Couldn't see it clearly at all! The two of their speed is too fast!" 

"Too scary! After Wolf Fang demonized, his speed and strength most likely increased a fold. This brat 

could actually still react to it! If it were me, I'd have been directly killed in a single move by Wolf Fang!" 

Just now, in the time it took for a spark to fly off a piece of flint, Ye Yuan reached Yu Shu's side instantly, 

and he blocked the attack of Wolf Fang whose strength had skyrocketed. 

But the scene that happened earlier was seriously too fast. Ye Yuan could only just save Yu Shu. 

Therefore, Wolf Fang still succeeded, wounding Ye Yuan. 

"Puhwark!" 

A mouthful of blood spewed from Ye Yuan's mouth. Fresh blood dyed Yu Shu's clothes red. 

"Ahh! Big Brother Ye Yuan, it's all my fault! Sniff, sniff . . . If not in order to save me, you wouldn't have 

suffered injuries! Sniff, sniff . . ." Yu Shu started crying in Ye Yuan's embrace. 

Ye Yuan received a blow from Wolf Fang; his insides were experiencing indescribable pain. 

Fortunately, Ye Yuan avoided the attack from reaching his vitals by a hair earlier. Or else, he would 

already be a dead person now. 

This Wolf Fang was truly unscrupulous. When fighting with him, he actually still dared to harm the 

innocent! 

If it were others, then forget it. But Ye Yuan's impression towards Yu Shu was pretty good. He naturally 

could not bear to watch her be killed by Wolf Fang passively. 

Succeeding in one blow, Wolf Fang finally revealed his figure. 

"Boy, you indeed have some skills. Under my demonized state, you can actually barely manage to keep 

up with my speed! But your heart is too soft and not suitable for this world where the prey is food and 

the strong feast. A person like you is bound to not walk far!" Wolf Fang said delightedly with a gaping, 

savage-looking mouth. 



Just now, Yu Shu suddenly ran out. Wolf Fang had a flash of inspiration and thought of sneak attacking 

Yu Shu. 

In the end, Ye Yuan really fell for it, using his own body to help Yu Shu block this attack. 

Nobody felt that Wolf Fang doing this was in any way inappropriate. The demon world was this cruel. 

Whoever could live, whoever would be the victor. 

Ye Yuan slowly stood up but did not pay attention to Wolf Fang's taunts. He forced a smile at Yu Shu and 

said, "Big Brother Ye Yuan is fine. Big Brother Ye Yuan will help you all slaughter these fellows, alright?" 

"Sniff, sniff, don't, don't! You're already hurt and definitely not Wolf Fang's match! We'd better give the 

Thunder Essence Fruits to them," Yu Shu said sobbingly. 

If it were others, Ye Yuan would surely think that this was being afraid of Wolf Fang. But Ye Yuan knew 

that this little lass was thinking about his safety. 

If Yu Shu clung to life and feared death, she would not have run out suddenly just now as well. 

Even a fool knew that that kind of situation was very dangerous. 

"Hahaha! What shameless boasting! You couldn't even keep up with my speed when you were at full 

power! Now that you suffered heavy injuries, what's your basis for killing me? Boy, just based on this 

sentence of yours, I'll let you die a horrible death!" Wolf Fang said savagely. 

Ye Yuan pushed lightly, sending Yu Shu to Yu Xin's side. 

"Take good care of Yu Shu. If anything happens, you'll be held responsible!" Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Yu Xin's expression changed, and she said with a nod, "Rest assured. With me around, she'll be fine!" 

Yu Xin had thought that Ye Yuan was using Yu Shu as an excuse all along. She did not think that Ye Yuan 

actually disregarded his well-being and almost lost his life under Wolf Fang's claws earlier for Yu Shu's 

sake. 

Could it be that . . . Ye Yuan was interested in Yu Shu? 

Otherwise, why would he strive so desperately? 

To talk about looks, she was only above Yu Shu's. Ye Yuan had no reason to take fancy on Yu Shu! 

Yu Xin obviously did not know that as long as Ye Yuan acknowledged a friend, he would do this for all. 

Settling Yu Shu down, Ye Yuan involuntarily looked at Wolf Fang and said, "You, a dumb wolf, court 

death yourself. Then don't blame me!" 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan's figure suddenly vanished! 

But Wolf Fang gave a cold snort and said, "Shameless boasting! Overestimating your own ability!" 

Finished talking, his figure unexpectedly vanished too! 

Bang! 



The two people clashed once more. But this time, Wolf Fang was sent flying out directly! 

The Wolf Fang after the demonic transformation, his skin was coarse, and his flesh was thick. Ye Yuan's 

attack did not cause much damage to him. 

He crawled up with a grunt, a look of disbelief revealed in his wolf gaze. 

"How is that possible? What my Blacksky Divine Wolf Bloodline specializes most in is speed. How can 

you possibly be even faster than me?" 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, "Dumb wolf! Ignoring that your bloodline is pitiably thin, even if you're 

really of the Blacksky Divine Wolf bloodline, do you really think that you're unbeatable? Get ready to 

take a beating!" 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan's figure vanished from sight once again! 

"Impossible! It must be a fluke just now!" 

Wolf Fang vanished once more as well! 

Bang! 

Without any surprise, Wolf Fang was beaten flying by Ye Yuan once more! 

This time, Ye Yuan did not give Wolf Fang the chance to talk anymore, directly pouncing over! 

Bang! 

Bang! 

Bang! 

. . . . . . 

Other people could not see how the two people attacked at all. But they all saw that during every 

exchange, Wolf Fang was beaten flying by Ye Yuan. 

Very clearly, Wolf Fang could not keep up with Ye Yuan's speed! 

Each hit was like a heavy hammer smashing onto everyone's heart. 

Gu Xie was shocked to his core. "How is this possible? Wolf Fang's scariest thing is his speed. But he 

actually trounced Wolf Fang utterly in speed!" 

"Just how did this fellow accomplish it? I clearly feel that his speed isn't as fast as Wolf Fang's. But each 

time, it's Wolf Fang getting beaten. Why is this so?" Goldsun said in bewilderment. 

"En? Seems like it's really what you said! But . . . just why is this so?" 

Wolf Fang was depressed until he wanted to vomit blood right now! 

In his eyes, Ye Yuan's speed was clearly slower than his. But every time he was almost going to touch Ye 

Yuan, it was like sinking into a quagmire; his speed slowed down instantaneously. 

Then afterward, he helplessly watched Ye Yuan pummel him brutally! 



"Awoo . . . Awoo . . . Awoo . . ." 

The surroundings did not have much noise. Only howling sounds sounded over from time to time. 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan used his feet to kick, directly kicking Wolf Fang into the ground. 

Ye Yuan stood in the air, just like a war-god. 

Rumble! 

Wolf Fang directly tunneled out from the mud and snarled, "You . . . Just what kind of heretic skill did 

you use? Why is it that once I arrive in front of you, it's like entering a marsh?" 

Ye Yuan said coolly, "Dumb wolf, I'll let die with a clear understanding then. This is called Origin 

Magnetic Field! Alright, enough fun. I can send you on your way now!" 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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The Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood was a thunder-attribute supreme treasure, possessing power that 

ordinary people could not imagine. 

The Thunder Essence Fruits were catalyzed by the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood, and these could 

already make the demon races wanted to snatch them. Even Wolf Fang, the strongest person of their 

generation, could not resist showing up. Then how powerful the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood itself 

was, one could only imagine it. 

Ye Yuan’s research regarding floras had already reached the standard of acme of perfection and was not 

foreign to this Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood. 

And the Origin Magnetic Field was one of the strongest attributes of the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood! 

This Origin Magnetic Field was an existence similar to a gravity field. But it was goodness knows how 

many times stronger than ordinary gravity fields. Unless the martial artist’s strength was much stronger 

than the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood’s rank, otherwise, it was simply impossible to break free from 

the Origin Magnetic Field. 

Unfortunately, Wolf Fang could not reach such a standard. So once he entered the Origin Magnetic 

Field, he could only be at the mercy of Ye Yuan. 

The Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood was extremely rare. Furthermore, its elusiveness was very high. 

If it were somebody else, they could not possibly discover that within this Thunder Essence Fruit Grove, 

there was still an even higher grade treasure existing. 

Hence, Wolf Fang was unable to comprehend why he was being pummeled by Ye Yuan, and this was 

also within reason. 

Actually, Ye Yuan was not planning on killing Wolf Fang originally. Because he did not wish to offend the 

Tier 6 old ancestor behind Wolf Fang. 
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But just now, Wolf Fang almost killed Yu Shu. This made Ye Yuan really give rise to killing intent. 

Ye Yuan’s aura erupted abruptly, sweeping towards Wolf Fang with incredible speed. Flame Movement 

True Dragon Carnage accumulated strength for release! 

As long as Wolf Fang entered the Origin Magnetic Field, he would be at the mercy of Ye Yuan. 

Seeing this scene, everyone was greatly taken aback. 

They did not think that Ye Yuan really dared to take his life. One had to know that that mighty entity 

behind Wolf Fang was the Azure Mountain Region’s pinnacle existence! 

If he killed Wolf Fang, Ye Yuan would not be far from death as well. 

The might of a Tier 6 powerhouse was not what ordinary people could imagine. 

“Boy, if you dare to kill me, you’ll die without a burial ground!” 

Seeing Ye Yuan dashed over, this time, Wolf Fang was truly frightened. 

He had always commanded the wind and rain in the Azure Mountain Region and had never been so 

close to death before. 

He had also never thought that someone would dare to kill him. 

But now, when this person really showed up, Wolf Fang discovered that he was actually indescribably 

terrified. 

He struggled to crawl up and ran for his life. But he was already severely wounded right now. How could 

he run still? 

“Then you give it a try and see if I dare to kill you or not!” 

Ye Yuan was talking, but his hands did not slow down the slightest bit. He caught up to Wolf Fang in a 

blink of an eye and launched a punch over! 

Right at this instant, an abnormality suddenly occurred! 

Ye Yuan’s red colossal dragon was actually halted in midair forcefully, unable to advance an inch! 

An extremely terrifying strength instantly shackled Ye Yuan up! 

Crack! 

Under this strength, the colossal red dragon was actually crushed to smithereens directly! 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed. “A Tier 6 expert!” 

This power, Ye Yuan was all too familiar. This was the power belonging to a Tier 6 Boundless Realm 

powerhouse! 

Back then, Zhao Tianyin used this move to crush Ye Yuan until he practically kneeled onto the ground! 

But at that time, Ye Yuan was just a puny little Crystal Formation Realm who had no leeway to resist at 

all. 



The current Ye Yuan was already more than a hundred times stronger than back then! 

Even if he was not a Tier 6 expert’s match, it was also not without the slightest chance to struggle. 

Ye Yuan’s entire body trembled. An unparalleled aura instantly erupted. 

This time, he did not scruple to employ the nameless essence energy! 

Crack! 

The surrounding space seemed to be shattered. Ye Yuan actually shook off that shackling force directly! 

Right then, a figure silently appeared in front of Wolf Fang. 

“Human boy, you indeed have some capabilities! Just at the Soul Sea Realm and you can actually shake 

off a Tier 6’s essence energy confinement!” said the figure coolly. 

It was also that Ye Yuan was very opposed to this sort of essence energy restraint. Because it made him 

remember the humiliation back then. That was why he stopped at no expense and employed the 

nameless essence energy. 

Before his eyes was a middle-aged man dressed in black. His body gave off a faintly discernible power, 

making people have a feeling of being unable to grasp it. 

But without any doubt, he was that Tier 6 powerhouse who had made a move! 

“Looks like you are the Blackwind Demonic Wolf Clan’s old ancestor, Lang Hun.” Ye Yuan looked at the 

other party, his expression slightly darken. 

The pressure that this Lang Hun gave him was too great! 

Ye Yuan could sense that even though this Lang Hun was only initial-stage Tier 6, he was much stronger 

than Zhao Tianyin! 

Lang Hun did not seem to be mind Ye Yuan’s ‘rudeness.’ He said coolly, “That’s right. This old man is 

precisely Lang Hun. You almost killed Wolf Fang just now. This score, how should we settle it?” 

Ye Yuan seemed to be indifferent to this and said coolly, “Wolf Fang, he deserves to be killed!” 

His reply was only several simple words but sonorous and forceful. 

Ye Yuan would never explain that he did not wish to kill people. That way seemed to show that he was 

apprehensive of the other party. 

Forget about facing a Tier 6 expert. Even if a Tier 9 powerhouse were standing in front of Ye Yuan, he 

would not lower his head either! 

This was the pride of a peak Alchemy Emperor, and this was also Ye Yuan’s own lofty and unyielding 

character! 

If he wanted to kill people, then he would kill! 

Towards Ye Yuan’s attitude of not even feeling like explaining, a flicker of amazement flashed across 

Lang Hun’s eyes too, and even . . . a trace of wariness. 



This point, probably even he himself did not detect it too. 

In the Azure Mountain Region, whoever dared to climb on top of his head had to explain a little no 

matter what, right? 

But this boy in front of him actually dared to be so unbridled! 

Was this fellow really a hothead? Or was he ignorant of how the world works? 

But being scorned by a junior like this, Lang Hun also felt that his face had nowhere to put. His tone 

deepened slightly as he said, “Boy, don’t say that this old man didn’t give you the opportunity. Wolf 

Fang is my Blackwind Demonic Wolf Clan’s successor. You touched him, so you must pay a 

corresponding price!” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent, and he said nonchalantly, “Make a move then!” 

Ye Yuan decided that even if he had to unleash all of his trump cards, he would also have to chop off a 

wolf’s leg! 

Lang Hun was stunned again. This brat . . . really made people speechless! 

He clearly did not have the intention of killing people. Could this brat really not tell? 

If he really wanted to kill people, why would he talk so much crap with Ye Yuan? 

It was naturally not that Ye Yuan could not see it. He also knew that the other party was waiting for him 

to give a stage to step down. 

But in Ye Yuan’s eyes, the other party was not worthy at all! 

Nobody could make him, Ye Yuan, lower his head! 

“Humph! Brat, I know that you have extremely pure dragon race bloodline and must also be proud 

because of this. Since that’s the case, I’ll punish you with divine beast bloodline! I’ll let you know that 

someone from the dragon race that has not matured is nothing!” Lang Huan said with a cold snort. 

Ye Yuan was stunned and had not reacted yet when a pressure that blotted out the sky and earth 

engulfed everything swept over towards him. 

This sort of pressure was very similar to the dragon pressure that he released previously. But without 

any question, this divine beast oppression was much, much stronger than his! 

This was a true divine beast oppression! 

When the Blacksky Divine Wolf’s bloodline emerged, who could compete with such being! 

The next instant, all the demon races present were all brought deeply into submission, not even having 

the courage to raise their heads! 

And the true dragon bloodline within Ye Yuan’s body actually automatically welled up under this divine 

beast oppression! 
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All of a sudden, Ye Yuan felt his entire body was burning hot. 

He felt like every cell in his body seemed to be burning. 

And all of this was not under his control at all. It was all guided by the dragon blood in his body itself! 

But Ye Yuan did not intentionally try to suppress it. Instead, he left it entirely to its discretion. 

Ye Yuan knew that even though he already wiped away the dragon blood’s original will, the proud 

dragon race bloodline was still unable to tolerate the oppression of the Blacksky Divine Wolf, this sort of 

trash bloodline! 

Therefore, it activated by itself! 

The Blacksky Demonic Wolf bloodline in Lang Hun’s body was extremely thick. Adding in the suppression 

of rank, Ye Yuan’s bones were rattling from being crushed. 

But the proud dragon race bloodline could not tolerate any bit of insult at all! 

One had to admit that Lang Hun’s Blacksky Divine Wolf bloodline was truly incomparably pure; it was 

entirely not what Wolf Fang that half-baked demon could compare to. 

Ye Yuan on the other hand, although his dragon race bloodline was very pure, there was still a large 

portion that had yet to be digested by his body. 

It was not that Ye Yuan did not wish to, but Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm was seriously too low. 

A half divine beast rank dragon blood, even if a Tier 7 or Tier 8 powerhouse came to refine it, they would 

not be able to fully digest it either. 

The road of Ye Yuan refining the dragon blood still had a long way remaining. 

The majority of the dragon blood’s power was hidden in Ye Yuan’s blood vessels. Being stimulated by 

the Blacksky Divine Wolf’s pressure at this time, it seethed uncontrollably. 

“ARGH!!” 

All of a sudden, Ye Yuan lifted his head and gave a long howl. An unparalleled dragon race oppression 

erupted from his body. 

Lang Hun had that sort of calm and collected expression all along. But at this moment, his expression 

became incomparably ugly! 

An azure light indistinctly appeared and faded on Ye Yuan’s body and actually isolated him completely 

from his divine beast oppression! 

No matter how Lang Hun powered his divine beast oppression, he discovered to his dismay that he 

could not advance an inch at all! 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan snapped opened both eyes. An extremely shocking gaze burst forth from his eyes. 
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Puchi! 

Ye Yuan’s upper-garment broke off inch by inch! 

Under Lang Hun’s horrified gaze, a white scale actually faintly emerged on Ye Yuan’s body! 

This white scale presented as a crescent moon shape, giving people a soul-stirring pressure! 

“R-Reverse scale!” 

Lang Hun sucked in a cold breath. Clearly, he was immensely shocked by the scene before his eyes. 

Dragons had a reverse scale that must not be touched! 

Lang Hun initially only wanted to give Ye Yuan a lesson. He did not expect that it actually stimulated the 

dragon race bloodline within Ye Yuan’s body, making Ye Yuan’s body give birth to a reverse scale. 

Body manifesting a reverse scale! Ye Yuan’s true dragon bloodline advanced a step further! 

Boom! 

Lang Hun was actually frightened by Ye Yuan’s aura and directly fell back several steps! 

And that originally soul-stirring Blacksky Divine Wolf bloodline was directly scattered into a mess by Ye 

Yuan’s imposing momentum. 

Those demon races were still kneeling submissively on the ground. But the expression on their faces 

became different. 

Previously, each and every one of them clenched their jaws tightly. Clearly, it was caused by the divine 

beast bloodline suppression. 

But now, each of their faces was all incomparably pious. That was worship coming from the heart! 

A true king did not cow all living creatures into submission with martial power but made all life look up 

to him from the bottom of their hearts. 

The Blacksky Divine Wolf clearly did not possess this sort of qualifications! 

And the ones possessing this sort of qualifications was probably only the Four Great Divine Beasts, that 

sort of level of a powerhouse! 

“What were you saying just now? A dragon that has not matured is nothing?” Ye Yuan already recovered 

to normal at this time, looking at the befuddled Lang Hun and said coolly. 

Lang Hun’s expression had indescribably ugliness. Being questioned by Ye Yuan like this, his old face 

could not help reddening. 

Earlier, he was still thinking of using bloodline to suppress Ye Yuan. Who knew that he overreached 

himself and was actually counter-suppressed by Ye Yuan! 

This face smacking act, it was really resounding. 

Only at this instant did Lang Huan deeply experience what was called a true dragon race bloodline. 



The reason why Lang Hun was wary of Ye Yuan was because of his dragon race identity. 

The dragon race. This was a race that made all the demon races apprehensive! 

Possessing a powerful divine beast bloodline, Lang Hun could understand the might of the dragon race 

bloodline even more. 

With Ye Yuan’s dragon blood purity, he definitely had extremely deep connections with the dragon race. 

If they really touched Ye Yuan, once the dragon race retaliated, the Blackwind Demonic Wolves Clan was 

inadequate. 

If what flowed in Ye Yuan’s body was the bloodline of other races, Lang Hun would have slapped him to 

death long ago. Why would he talk so much rubbish with him? 

“This . . . It was this old man’s fault. This old man apologizes to Mister Ye on behalf of the Blackwind 

Demonic Wolf Clan!” 

With this, everyone was stunned! 

Ye Yuan already put away the dragon race oppression on his body at this time. Those demon races also 

raised their heads one by one, and then they saw this scene. 

The Blackwind Demonic Wolves Clan old ancestor standing at the pinnacle of the Azure Mountain 

Region actually lowered his head to a youth two major cultivation realms lower than him! 

This scene was simply too unbelievable! 

Just as everyone had stupefied looks, an aged figure floated down. It was precisely Yu Huan! 

“Yu Xin and Wolf Fang stay behind. The rest all disperse for me! Those who stay, kill without mercy!” 

Yu Huan’s Tier 6 expert aura undulated out. Everyone shivered in fear secretly! 

At this time, Lang Hun opened his mouth too, “All get lost for me!” 

Two mighty Tier 6 powerhouses present, it was not up to the others to dare say anything else. They 

could only disperse by themselves. 

Very soon, there were only five people outside of the Thunder Essence Fruit Grove; wolf clan’s two 

people, fox clan’s two people, and Ye Yuan. 

Actually, up until now, Ye Yuan was also very puzzled the entire time as well. 

He could not figure out why Lang Hun’s change of attitude would be so apparent. 

But the following scene made Ye Yuan even more amazed. 

Yu Huan and Wolf Fang exchanged a look and actually bowed down towards Ye Yuan at the same time. 

“Blackwind Demonic Wolves Clan, Lang Hun (Jade Faced Fairy Fox Clan, Yu Huan), pays respect to 

Dragon Lord!” The two people both gave a deep bow to Ye Yuan, making Ye Yuan have a bewildered 

look. 



“Hang on, what are you guys talking about? Why don’t I understand anything at all? Dragon Lord . . . 

What’s a Dragon Lord?” Ye Yuan waved his hands and asked. 

It was not just Ye Yuan, but Yu Xin and Wolf Fang both also had blank looks on their face. 

They could not figure out at all why their own old ancestor would have this attitude towards Ye Yuan! 

One had to know that the two old ancestors were both Tier 6 experts; they were existences that could 

do whatever they wished in the Azure Mountain Region! 

But such experts actually bowed down towards a human Tier 4 martial artist! 

Lang Hun hesitated for a bit and said, “Dragon Lord has just given birth to your reverse scale. There are 

probably still many things that you don’t know. Wait until Dragon Lord’s strength becomes powerful and 

you’ll naturally know everything. The matters of the dragon race are not what our lesser races can 

meddle in. Lang Hun and Wolf Fang have offended Dragon Lord previously. Dragon Lord, please 

forgive!” 

Ye Yuan felt at a loss on what to do. At the behest of supernatural powers, he followed with a sentence, 

“If I don’t forgive?” 

Bang! 

Lang Hun directly slapped a palm onto Wolf Fang’s body, sending him flying. 

Except that his gaze did not have any hint of pity at all. He bowed towards Ye Yuan again and said, “This 

old man has wasted ten years of Wolf Fang’s cultivation. I hope that Dragon Lord forgives his actions 

prior to this! Wolf Fang possesses the Blacksky Divine Wolf bloodline after all. Dragon Lord, please show 

leniency!” 

That scene earlier happened too quickly, resulting in Ye Yuan not reacting at all. 

He only asked a sentence probingly just now and did not expect that Lang Hun directly took action and 

wasted ten years of Wolf Fang’s cultivation. 

This identity of Dragon Lord . . . seemed to be pretty decent! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 645: Wind-Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Ar 

Inside a deep hall in the Blackwind Demonic Wolf Clan, Wolf Fang had a look of indignation. 

“Old Ancestor! With your strength, killing that brat is as easy as blowing away dust! Why do this?! Ten 

years of cultivation!” Wolf Fang roared. 

Slap! 

One slap from Lang Hun directly smacked Wolf Fang flying out. 

“Who gave you the nerve to speak to me like that?” Lang Hun expression fell slightly as he said. 

Half of Wolf Fang’s face was swollen high up. He covered his face, disbelief was written all over his face. 
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He was the Blackwind Demonic Wolves Clan’s darling. Old Ancestor had always valued him highly. But 

this time, Old Ancestor actually wasted ten years of his cultivation because of Ye Yuan. This made him 

unable to comprehend. 

Only at this instance did Wolf Fang recall that his own old ancestor was not a nice person to deal with. 

It was just that so many years of indulgence towards him made him forget this fact. 

Now that Old Ancestor was enraged, Wolf Fang was also thoroughly startled awake. 

“O-Old Ancestor, I . . . I was just agitated for a moment and forgot my sense of propriety. Old Ancestor, 

please forgive!” Wolf Fang said aggrievedly. 

“Humph! This old man doing this naturally have the reason for doing so! You, as the Blackwind Demonic 

Wolf Clan’s Young Lord, if you can’t even understand this point as well, what do I want you for?” Lang 

Hun said with a cold snort. 

Wolf Fang was startled inwardly. He lost his head in his anger just now, that was why he lost his 

presence of mind. 

Ten years of bitter cultivation ruined in a day. How could Wolf Fang be calm in his heart? 

“Among our demon races, many possess the dragon race bloodline. But in this God Prohibited Demon 

Region, those possessing true dragon bloodline are as rare as phoenix feathers and Qilin horns! That 

brat birthing a reverse scale, he is of the genuine dragon race! And genuine dragons only came out from 

inside there. Understood?” 

When mentioning ‘inside there,’ these two words, Lang Hun seemed to have recalled something 

terrifying and was incomparably fearful. 

Same as Lang Hun, Wolf Fang was similarly greatly surprised. 

Seeing Wolf Fang’s expression, Lang Hun knew that he understood and said coolly, “Now, you 

understand why this old man did that, right?” 

Wolf Fang nodded his head solemnly and said, “Old Ancestor, it was all Wolf Fang being rash and nearly 

ruined an important affair. Old Ancestor, please punish!” 

“Not to the extent of punishing. I also didn’t expect that that brat called Ye Yuan actually possesses 

orthodox true dragon bloodline. Initially, I was just thinking of teaching him a lesson. Didn’t expect that I 

actually helped him to advance a step further!” 

“But that Ye Yuan is clearly a human. Why would he possess orthodox true dragon bloodline?” Wolf 

Fang said in puzzlement. 

“I’m not sure about this either. But no matter what, this brat definitely has extremely deep connections 

with the dragon race! At any rate, it’s also not what we, the lesser races, can meddle in.” 

As he said, Lang Hun supported a fruit from underneath in his palm and threw it to Wolf Fang, saying, 

“Eat it. It’s enough to compensate ten years of your cultivation! You have the strongest Blacksky Divine 

Wolf bloodline in my Blackwind Demonic Wolf Clan. When doing things in the future, don’t be so rash!” 



Wolf Fang received that fruit, his face revealed an expression of wild elation as he hurriedly said, “Thank 

you very much, Old Ancestor!” 

. . . . . . 

A similar scene likewise happened in the Jade Faced Fairy Fox Clan’s domain. What was different was 

that Ye Yuan was present too. 

“Every few hundred years, a young dragon race expert will come out from that place. We refer to him as 

Dragon Lord! Every generation’s Dragon Lord’s appearance would all leave behind a legend! Their 

bloodline power is too strong. Once they mature, they are virtually unrivaled! We suspect that Dragon 

Lord is the young dragon race expert sent out from there to be tempered. Calculating according to the 

time, there should roughly be a dragon lord appearing as well,” Yu Huan said. 

Ye Yuan asked curiously after listening, “I’m just a human, not some dragon lord. That Lang Hun can’t 

even see this point?” 

Yu Huan shook her head and said, “Of course he could tell. But this doesn’t stop him from feeling wary 

of you! The dragon race’s might is simply not what we, the lesser races, are able to imagine. Even if 

you’re human, your ties with the dragon race are definitely very deep too. Lang Hun he dare not take 

this risk! Furthermore, the Dragon Lord birthing a reverse scale, would be a real dragon. Saying that 

you’re the Dragon Lord, nobody dares to not believe it either.” 

“Like this huh . . . Is that whatever Dragon Lord really so powerful?” Ye Yuan said curiously. 

“More than just powerful. Every generation’s dragon lord’s appearance would stir up a sanguinary 

slaughter in the God Prohibited Demon Region. And among them, the vast majority all became 

invincible existences in the God Prohibited Demon Region!” Yu Huan said. 

“Alright then. Since Lang Hun is mistaken, then let him be mistaken to the end. Either way, I’m not some 

dragon lord. Old Ancestor Yu Huan doesn’t need to address me like so as well. En . . . I’ll enter closed-

seclusion for a few days first, then set off for Dongming Region,” Ye Yuan said. 

“This . . .” Yu Huan wanted to speak but stopped herself. 

“What? If there’s anything, just say. Hesitate for what?” Ye Yuan said perplexedly. 

“Dragon Lord, you are going to Dongming Region this time, so make sure to be careful of the Thousand 

Mountain Great Roc Clan. Don’t get into a conflict with them.” 

“En? Why?” Ye Yuan asked curiously. 

“On the path of the previous generation dragon lord’s rise up, he directly annihilated the Thousand 

Mountain Great Roc Clan’s Young Lord. They have an irreconcilable death feud with the dragon race. 

The Thousand Mountain Great Roc Clan are also divine beast progenies. Their dragon race bloodline is 

extremely strong, and they do not fear the dragon race.” 

Ye Yuan came to understand, but he said without any care, “My goal this trip is in order to find the Azure 

Spirit Tree. As long as they don’t come and provoke me, I naturally won’t go and provoke them.” 



After obtaining the Azure Spirit Tree, Ye Yuan should be thinking of ways to leave the God Prohibited 

Demon Region too. 

The outside world’s war, the Endless World’s situation was probably not looking good. Ye Yuan could 

not quite set his mind at ease as well. 

. . . . . . 

In the dense forest, lightning revolved around Ye Yuan’s body. A cool breeze followed. 

All of a sudden, Ye Yuan’s figure vanished from sight! 

When he appeared again, Ye Yuan’s figure was already several tens of thousands of feet away. 

And this was merely just something which happened in a blink of an eye. 

“Huuu . . . This Wind-Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Art is really hard to train. In three days, I’ve only 

just learned the fundamentals. But even if it’s just learning the basics, if I run into Wolf Fang now, I can 

also completely trounce him in speed!” Ye Yuan muttered to himself. 

These three day’s time, Ye Yuan had been training this Wind-Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Art all 

along. 

This was an extremely formidable martial technique. But the cultivation conditions and difficulty were 

extremely harsh. One needed to comprehend wind and thunder, two kinds of concepts, at the same 

time. Furthermore, it needed to reach the level of true intent simultaneously! 

Ye Yuan had long comprehended the True Intent of Wind Flow. But to want to train in this martial 

technique, he lacked the True Intent of Thunder. 

The Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood was a natural thunder-attribute supreme treasure, carrying the 

Concept of Thunder itself. With Ye Yuan refining the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood, he could muster the 

Concept of Thunder at the same time; it was no different from comprehending it himself. 

Now that the wind and thunder true intents were already mastered, Ye Yuan could finally cultivate this 

martial technique! 

The formidable aspect of this martial technique was that it could advance in the wake of the martial 

artist’s concepts comprehension advancing. If Ye Yuan grasped a supreme true intent, then his speed 

would be heaven-defying. 

But the training difficulty of this Wind-Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Art still somewhat exceeded Ye 

Yuan’s expectations. 

Three day’s time, Ye Yuan merely cultivated this skill to the Entry Level. 

Although it was just entry level, Ye Yuan’s current speed was much greater than before too! 

“Ugh . . . absorbing the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood and consuming the Thunder Essence Fruits, me 

breaking through to the Fourth Level Soul Sea now is already something that happens naturally as the 

channels are formed!” Ye Yuan said. 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 646: Misunderstanding 

“Quickly look! Someone is transcending tribulation!” 

“Yii? That direction, isn’t it where Mister Ye is cultivating at? Could it be Mister Ye is transcending the 

tribulation?” 

“Isn’t Mister Ye initial-stage Tier 4? You look at how terrifying the tribulation clouds in the sky are. Why 

does it look like transcending a Greater Heavenly Tribulation?” 

All of a sudden, the tribulation clouds suddenly arrived. Inside the Jade Faced Fairy Fox Clan immediately 

became lively. 

Many people all knew that Ye Yuan went into the dense forest to cultivate, but did not expect that Ye 

Yuan was actually going to break through to middle-stage Soul Sea Realm so quickly. 

After human martial artists broke through to the Soul Sea Realm, every minor stage breakthrough would 

likewise invoke a heavenly tribulation. 

It was just that this sort of heavenly tribulation, compared to the 5-in-9 heavenly tribulation Ye Yuan 

transcended previously, was way lacking. 

Such a heavenly tribulation was called Lesser Heavenly Tribulation. 

Although the might could not be compared to a Greater Heavenly Tribulation, the Lesser Heavenly 

Tribulation similarly appeared according to the martial artist’s strength. A moment of carelessness and 

one would still lose their lives and go to the netherworld. 

Ye Yuan’s Lesser Heavenly Tribulation was terrifyingly powerful; it was completely not like a Tier 4 

martial artist transcending tribulation. 

Yu Xin looked at the tribulation clouds far away and murmured, “Mister Ye’s strength in itself is too 

powerful. The heavenly tribulation brought down is too terrifying. Even if it’s me, I don’t dare to say that 

I can transcend this heavenly tribulation either. Is this . . . really a Lesser Heavenly Tribulation? Such a 

heavenly tribulation, can Mister Ye . . . transcends the tribulation successfully?” 

“Big Brother Ye Yuan is so incredible even when transcending tribulations! I believe that with Big Brother 

Ye Yuan’s strength, he can definitely transcend past it!” Yu Shu had long become Ye Yuan’s brain-dead 

fan already. 

“You, this lass, are really heartless! I know that Mister Ye is incredible. But this heavenly tribulation isn’t 

a joke! No, wait . . . In that heavenly tribulation, there still seems to be a soul tribulation! Dual-

tribulations arriving together! Mister Ye he . . . he’s actually transcending the heavenly tribulation and 

soul tribulation at the same time . . .” Yu Xin drew a cold breath. 

Yu Xin felt that her brain somewhat could not quite wrap itself around it. 

Regardless who transcended tribulations, they would all choose to transcend the heavenly tribulation 

and soul tribulation separately. 
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But Ye Yuan actually wanted to transcend simultaneously! How powerful a self-confidence did this 

need?! 

When Yu Shu heard Yu Xin say so, her tiny fists clenched tightly too. Clearly, she was very worried, but 

she still said stubbornly, “No matter what, Big Brother Ye Yuan will definitely be fine!” 

Yu Xin looked at Yu Shu and could not help being at a loss for words. 

If it were before, she would definitely reproach Yu Shu for being insensible. But now, she knew that Ye 

Yuan regarded Yu Shu with special attention. No matter what, she did not dare to say this sort of words 

to Yu Shu anymore. 

The audience were currently discussing animatedly when suddenly, a clear sound of a dragon roar came 

from the distance. 

Under everyone’s astonished eyes, a colossal red dragon surged upwards, heading straight for the skies! 

Boom! 

The massive dragon directly dispersed the tribulation clouds, leaving everyone staring with a 

dumbfounded look and agape mouths. 

“This . . . Isn’t this too exaggerated as well?” 

“I’ve never seen before that one could still transcend tribulations like this!” 

“Mister Ye is indeed well-deserving of someone possessing the dragon race bloodline. This strength . . . 

is too heaven-defying!” 

. . . . . . 

After roughly ten days, three figures passed through a broad path. 

“Big Brother Ye Yuan, I . . . I can’t anymore! You and Young Lord’s movement speed are seriously too 

fast! I . . . I . . .” behind Ye Yuan, Yu Shu said while gasping for air. 

Originally, Yu Huan was only planning on letting Yu Xin accompany Ye Yuan alone. Who knew that Yu 

Shu sneaked out directly and tailed behind Ye Yuan and Yu Xin, the two of them, along the way. 

With Ye Yuan’s strength, how could Yu Shu possibly conceal it? 

Before long, Yu Shu was ferreted out. 

But Ye Yuan did not say much and brought her along straight away. 

In comparison to Yu Xin, Ye Yuan still liked Yu Shu, this innocent and radiant little lass, more. With her 

accompanying along the way, it was pretty good too. 

The three people passed through multiple regions along the way. Yu Xin brought to play a fair bit of 

effect. 

She was very clear about the distribution of the topography and avoided those clans who were slightly 

stronger. This whole trip, they did not run into any danger. 



Occasionally, there were some blind clans, that could not even withstand Ye Yuan’s true dragon 

oppression. 

“En. Rushing on the journey these two days was tough. Let’s rest here for a bit then,” Ye Yuan said. 

Along the way, Ye Yuan was not idle either. He could just make use of the journeying time to train. He 

had been cultivating the Wind-Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Art constantly. 

These ten over days, this martial technique was already cultivated to minor accomplishment realm! 

If not for the sake of waiting for Yu Xin and Yu Shu, he would have reached long ago. 

The three people directly took a rest by the roadside. Yu Xin said, “Ahead along this road, there’s still 

half a day’s journey, and we’ll be able to enter the Dongming Region’s boundary. The Azure Mountain 

Region is only a place which is next to the border. Dongming Region is the God Prohibited Demon 

Region true core region. The races here, regardless whether it is the numbers or individual strength, are 

on entirely different levels from the Azure Mountain Region. The Blackwind Demonic Wolf Clan, when 

placed here, are merely just among the below-average to average clans.” 

Towards the might of this God Prohibited Demon Region, Ye Yuan had long gotten used to it. 

Any single one of the clans that randomly walked out of here could sweep across a small world! 

“En. When you send me to the Darkfiend Tiger’s domain, bring Yu Shu along and head back. At that 

time, I’ll naturally have compensation,” Ye Yuan said. 

Hearing Ye Yuan say so, Yu Xin and Yu Shu both revealed expressions of reluctance. 

But they also knew that this here was not their world. The Jade Faced Fairy Fox Clan was too weak and 

completely could not adapt to the law of the jungle here. 

Ye Yuan making them go back was actually protecting them. 

The three people rested for a bit, then set off for Dongming Region. 

What surprised Ye Yuan was that once they entered Dongming Region’s boundary, they got surrounded 

by a group of burly men. 

The strength of the dark-faced brawny man leading the group was not ordinary; he was at the peak 

initial-stage Tier 5 cultivation. 

It was just that he indiscriminately said, “Heh heh, you spies. Want to secretly infiltrate my Firesource 

True Dipper Bear Clan? Dream on! Brothers, pummel them!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression fell. This bunch of fellows said that they were spies without rhyme or reason. Truly 

courting death. 

When a brawny man brandished a hammer that was just about to land on Ye Yuan’s head, Ye Yuan’s 

figure unexpectedly vanished! 

“ARGH!!” 



It was only to hear a miserable cry. The dark-faced brawny man leading was directly lifted up by Ye Yuan 

and slammed onto a large tree. 

Peak initial-stage Tier 5 expert actually did not have the slightest leeway to resist under Ye Yuan’s might! 

The Wind-Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Art coupled with the Origin Magnetic Field, his strength 

mowed down all resistance! 

Those big, stupid bears did not see clearly how Ye Yuan made a move at all. 

“You, these fellows, are so unreasonable! We only want to borrow the path here. Provoked you and you 

want to viciously kill us?” Ye Yuan said with a cold snort. 

That dark-faced burly man’s build was extremely large but was pinned onto the tree by Ye Yuan. No 

matter how he struggled, he could not shake free either. His face grew black and red. 

“Cough . . . cough, cough . . . If you have . . . If you have the capabilities, kill me! Young Lord will 

definitely take revenge for me! You spies, want to infiltrate our territory to fish for information, no 

way!” The dark-faced burly man said chokingly. 

Ye Yuan had a baffled look and said crossly, “We just want to go to the Darkfiend Tiger’s territory and 

need to pass through from your place here, that’s all. What spies and whatnots?” 

The burly man was stunned too and said, “You guys . . . you guys aren’t here for the Firesource Crystal?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 647: Easing up the Line to Reel in More Easily 

"Firesource Crystals?" Ye Yuan's brows furrowed as he said. 

"Ah! I . . . I didn't say anything!" 

The dark-faced burly man realized that his tongue slipped and hurriedly covered up his mouth. 

Ye Yuan knew that this was a misunderstanding and naturally could not kill people randomly as well. 

This dark-faced burly man was slow in the head. Although he transformed into human form, he was still 

a big, dumb bear. 

Ye Yuan still had not figured out the situation yet, and this big, dumb bear let his tongue slip himself. 

But the Firesource Crystals that this big dumb bear mentioned really moved Ye Yuan somewhat. 

Firesource Crystal was a kind of ore crystal containing extremely rich firesource power. To fire-attribute 

martial artists, it was greatly beneficial to cultivation. 

But what Ye Yuan minded was not this. His Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame had already reached the 

juncture of advancing ranks. This Firesource Crystal just happened to able to help the Cleansing Sandal 

Sacred Flame evolve. 

Ye Yuan loosened his grip and said coolly, "I already said, we're just passing through. If you still harass 

unreasonably, I won't be courteous." 
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He was easing up the line here to reel him in later. Although the big dumb bear was stupid, if Ye Yuan 

expressed interest in the Firesource Crystals, the big dumb bear would definitely be able to discern 

something. 

So when he expressed no interest in the Firesource Crystals at all, this brawny man indeed fell for it. 

That brawny man was very surprised when he saw Ye Yuan loosening his grip and said, "You guys . . . You 

guys really aren't here for the Firesource Crystals?" 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, "What Firesource Crystals and whatnot? How many times do you want me to 

say to you, we're only passing through!" 

When the brawny man saw that Ye Yuan was not interested in the Firesource Crystals at all, he also felt 

that he was too rash earlier and hurriedly apologized in embarrassment. He said, "Sorry about that, this 

little brother. It was I, Xiong Hui, who didn't figure out the situation. Seriously sorry about it. Yii, no, 

wait, you're a human!" 

Only at this time, did this brawny man react to it, and his expression could not help changing as his 

expression darkened once more. 

"Hump! Big Brother Ye Yuan possesses true dragon bloodline! Much nobler than you, this big dumb 

bear!" Yu Shu said indignantly. 

The brawny man turned his head and looked at Ye Yuan suspiciously. 

Ye Yuan gave a faint smile. The dragon pressure on his body emitted out was faintly discernible. The 

brawny man could not help being taken aback. 

This dragon pressure was extremely orthodox and was no joke. 

"So, it's the dragon race's successor. Xiong Hui was impolite," Xiong Hui hastily said humbly. 

"En, looking at your flustered manner, seems like you've run into some problems. Just a few pieces of 

Firesource Crystals. It's not so serious until you guys have to kick up such a fuss, right? It's also that you 

ran into me. If it were other people, they would have already killed all of you just now!" Ye Yuan said 

nonchalantly. 

"This . . . " 

Xiong Hui revealed a hesitant look. Clearly, he was in a dilemma on whether to tell Ye Yuan or not. 

Ye Yuan said indifferently when he saw the situation, "Since you have something awkward to disclose, 

it's fine to not say either. We still have to hurry on our way. Let's say our farewells here. Uh . . . but I 

have to remind you, although Firesource Crystals are greatly beneficial to your Firesource True Dipper 

Bear clan, the fire poison in the Firesource Crystals are exceedingly hard to remove. When using, be a 

little more careful. Yu Xin, Yu Shu, let's go." 

This Firesource Crystal was indeed very rare. The fire-attribute was already very powerful. But those 

who knew that it contained fire poison within were not many. 



Because when ordinary people absorbed Firesource Crystals, they could not possibly absorb in large 

quantities. Because they could not withstand the firesource power in the Firesource Crystals at all. 

But the Firesource True Dipper Bears were different. They were innately a fire-attribute demon race and 

had a very strong affinity towards firesource power. The more Firesource Crystals they absorb, the 

better. 

Yet, when absorbing the firesource power in the Firesource Crystals, one would not sense anything for a 

short while. But following the Firesource Crystals absorbed getting increasingly more, the accumulation 

of fire poison would get progressively deeper. By the time it was discovered, the poison would basically 

have attacked the vitals already. 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan walked forward without even turning his head back. 

Ye Yuan's words directly breached Xiong Hui's mental line of defense. 

Ye Yuan had just walked out a couple of steps when Xiong Hui yelled out from behind, "Please wait, 

Little Brother!" 

"En? Is there anything else? We still have to hurry along our way and don't have time to waste on you 

all." Ye Yuan pretended to be impatient and said. 

Xiong Hui hurriedly said, "Little Brother has wide experience and extensive knowledge. To actually know 

the drawbacks of Firesource Crystals! It's just, I wonder if Little Brother has ways to remove the poison?" 

"So what if I do, so what if I don't? Weren't you not even willing to say anything earlier? As it happens, 

I'm not willing to listen as well. So don't be long-winded." Ye Yuan turned around once more and wanted 

to go. 

Xiong Hui seeing Ye Yuan so steadfast felt even more certain. He hurriedly stopped him and said, "Little 

Brother, Xiong Hui has given offense just now! Given offense! I'll tell Little Brother the matter exactly as 

it is. If Little Brother can provide a way to eradicate the poison, I believe that Young Lord and Clan Head 

will definitely be endlessly grateful!" 

Actually, Ye Yuan already guessed some things long ago through Xiong Hui's attitude. 

This Firesource True Dipper Bear Clan definitely had somebody who refined and absorb Firesource 

Crystals without heed for their lives, resulting in poisoning themselves. 

But the incident should not end here. Otherwise, this Xiong Hui also would not go so far as to get 

alarmed over nothing, killing on sight. 

Only upon hearing Xiong Hui's words did Ye Yuan finally know what happened to the Firesource True 

Dipper Bear Clan. 

Turns out that some time ago, a Firesource Crystal ore vein was discovered within the Firesource True 

Dipper Bear Clan's territory. This made the bear clan thrilled to death. 

They mined a batch of Firesource Crystals, and the Clan Head, Xiong Zhan, started refining and 

absorbing them in a hurry. 



This Xiong Zhan was peak initial-stage Tier 6. After absorbing this batch of Firesource Crystals, he would 

surely be able to break through to middle-stage Tier 6! 

The allure of advancing ranks was seriously too great! 

Of course, the reason why Xiong Zhan was in a hurry to increase his strength was actually in order to let 

the bear clan suppress the adjacent Purple Flood Dragon Clan. 

Xiong Zhan was completely unaware that refining Firesource Crystals still had this sort of negative effect. 

The result was that he overreached himself. Now, not only was he unable to break through, he instead 

became tangled with fire poison and was completely unable to eradicate it, 

Even though the bear clan locked down the news immediately, the Purple Flood Dragon Clan seemed to 

have perceived a little something. This period of time, they kept on testing the bear clan non-stop. 

Xiong Zhan was in closed-seclusion right now. The Young Lord, Xiong Tie, could only order people to seal 

off all gateways to the territory to prevent the Purple Flood Dragons from doing anything fishy. 

The result was this scene earlier happening. 

Ye Yuan could not help finding it funny in his heart when he heard. He was even somewhat puzzled how 

these big dumb bears contended with the Purple Flood Dragon Clan until now. 

Sending people to seal off all entrances and exits. Wasn't this making it more conspicuous the more they 

tried to conceal it? 

Even if the Purple Flood Dragon Clan did not know anything, they could also guess that something must 

have happened to the bear clan. 

It would be weird if they did not plunder a burning house at this time! 

Furthermore, Xiong Hui this kind of big dumb bear, Ye Yuan had not even asked anything yet, and he 

confessed himself. Ye Yuan really did not know what he should say. 

"Little Brother, if you can help Clan head remove the fire poison, my Firesource True Dipper Bear Clan 

will definitely thank you generously!" Xiong Hui said. 

Ye Yuan mused for a moment and opened his mouth, "No problem with letting me help your Clan Head 

remove the fire poison. But I have a condition!" 

Xiong Hui said, "As long as you can let Clan Head recover anew, forget about one condition, even a 

hundred conditions won't be an issue!" 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, "En, actually this condition is also in line with saving your Clan Head. I 

want 50 pieces of Firesource Crystals!" 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 648: Refining Firesource Crystals! 

“50 pieces?! Firesource Crystals?! Why don’t you go and rob us?!” 
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Xiong Hui jumped up immediately. This was simply demanding an exorbitant price. Could it be that this 

fellow did not know the preciousness of Firesource Crystals? 

But with Ye Yuan opening his mouth here, Xiong Hui’s eyes became alert too. 

Messing around for so long, this Ye Yuan was aiming for the Firesource Crystals still! 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “If I have Tier 5, or even Tier 6 strength right now, I would 

naturally have no need of Firesource Crystals. Forget it, forget it. Since you feel that I’m plotting for your 

Firesource Crystals, then just take it as I never said it. Let’s go.” 

Xiong Hui was stupefied by Ye Yuan and could not differentiate the truth from the false at all. 

Seeing that Ye Yuan was going to leave, he hurriedly stopped Ye Yuan. “Little Brother, don’t go! Dear 

me, Little Brother, don’t go! This matter, I can’t make the decision either. I need to have our Young Lord 

make the final call. How about . . . Little Brother take a trip back to the clan with me?” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “Nah, nah. I’m rushing for the Darkfiend Tiger Clan’s territory for an 

urgent matter. Let’s say goodbye here!” 

As he said, Ye Yuan really brought Yu Xin and Yu Shi and left without even turning his head back. No 

matter how Xiong Hui shouted, he no longer turned back either. 

Xiong Hui watched Ye Yuan’s distant back view, gritted his teeth, and said to a subordinate, “You go and 

keep an eye on those three. Make sure not to lose them! I’ll report to Young Lord right away. If that little 

brother can really cure the poison, then he’ll be our Firesource True Dipper Bear Clan’s savior!” 

. . . . . . 

“Big Brother Ye Yuan, are we really leaving just like this?” Yu Shu asked curiously. 

She could sense that Ye Yuan was definitely very interested in that Firesource Crystal. Otherwise, he 

would not have rambled so much with that big dumb bear either. 

But she never expected that Ye Yuan actually really left. Wasn’t this going to pass by the Firesource 

Crystals by a narrow chance? 

“You dumb lass. Mister Ye is easing up the line to reel in more easily later!” Yu Xin clearly thought 

deeper than Yu Shu and perceived it long ago. 

Ye Yuan did not mind and said smilingly, “If I behave too zealously, those big dumb bears will feel that I 

have other motives instead. But if I behave like it was not worth a single glance, they would definitely 

feel that I really have the ability. Their clan head got inflicted with fire poison. If it isn’t removed, it will 

be like bone-infesting maggots, making his life worse than death. At that time, the bear clan will be in 

danger. Hence, they will definitely come and find me.” 

Yu Shu opened her mouth wide and said with a worshiping look, “Big Brother Ye Yuan is incredible! To 

actually even deduce what those big dumb bears were thinking about!” 

Ye Yuan could not help sweating profusely when he heard that. What was what? 

If he could not even plot against these big dumb bears, then wouldn’t he be too dumb as well? 



Moreover, this was not considered as scheming, right? Those Firesource Crystals were just the 

consultation fees for treating the ailment; each took what they needed. 

It was just that those big dumb bears were too dense. Saying too directly with them, they would 

heighten vigilance instead. 

The few people were just speaking when several figures blocked the path of the three people with a 

swoosh. 

Out of Ye Yuan’s expectations, this Xiong Tie actually looked handsome with well-chiseled features, not 

at all fitting with his name. 

“Little Brother, this is our family’s young lord,” by the side, Xiong Hui introduced. 

Xiong Tie clasped his hands and said, “Brother Ye, Xiong Hui has offended greatly previously. I hope that 

Brother Ye can be magnanimous enough to forgive.” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “Just a misunderstanding. No harm. The three of us still have to hurry 

on with our journey. We’ll have to trouble Young Lord Xiong Tie to make way.” 

Xiong Tie hurriedly said, “May I ask Brother Ye if you can really treat Clan Head’s fire poison?” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Heh, regardless whether I can treat it or not, does Young Lord Xiong Tie still 

have other alternatives? I still say that same sentence: Want me to take action, there must be 50 pieces 

of Firesource Crystals. It’s not that I’m asking for a preposterous price. But to want to remove fire 

poison, one must have Firesource Crystals. If you guys can’t part with it, then take it as I never said it.” 

Xiong Tie hurriedly said, “As long as it can treat Clan Head’s fire poison, don’t talk about 50 pieces, even 

80 pieces are fine too!” 

Ye Yuan glanced at Xiong Tie and said with a nod, “Alright, deal! However . . . 50 pieces of Firesource 

Crystals must be given to me first!” 

. . . . . . 

Ye Yuan followed Xiong Tie to the bear clan’s main camp. Before long, Xiong Tie placed 50 pieces of 

bright yellow crystal stones in front of Ye Yuan. 

Looking at these Firesource Crystals, Xiong Tie felt his flesh hurt too. 

These Firesource Crystals’ mining was not easy. Close to one year’s time, their bear clan also just 

extracted two to three hundred pieces. 

Clan Head alone used a hundred over pieces already. What was left in the clan right now was also just 

seventy to eighty pieces. 

The 80 pieces he told Ye Yuan previously was already all of the existing stock in the clan. 

“Brother Ye, the 50 pieces of Firesource Crystals, I’ve already handed to you. I wonder when can Brother 

Ye help Clan Head remove the poison?” Xiong Tie said. 



Actually, he was still very dubious about Ye Yuan. After all, Ye Yuan only had Tier 4 cultivation. If not for 

Xiong Hui saying that Ye Yuan’s combat strength was astonishing; far surpassing ordinary Tier 5 experts, 

moreover, even possessing dragon race bloodline, Xiong Tie would not take this risk either. 

Even so, Xiong Tie was still guarded against Ye Yuan and already laid down a tight encirclement in the 

clan. If Ye Yuan only came to swindle Firesource Crystals, he would kill Ye Yuan mercilessly! 

Xiong Tie could not think of any ways at all right now, and only chose to trust Ye Yuan in his 

helplessness. The shamans in the clan have already convened together for many days and examined 

many records. But no one could remove the fire poison at all. 

Ye Yuan took up a piece of Firesource Crystal and said smilingly, “No hurry, no hurry. Wait until after I 

refine all of these Firesource Crystals, then I can take action.” 

Xiong Tie’s expression darkened slightly as he said, “Brother Ye don’t joke around. How long would it 

take to wait until you refine all of these Firesource Crystals? By that time, wouldn’t Clan Head be 

tormented to death by this fire poison? Furthermore, the Purple Flood Dragon Clan is glaring like a 

ravening tiger and wouldn’t give us such a long time at all!” 

Xiong Tie could not be blamed for turning hostile. Xiong Zhan refining these Firesource Crystals, it was 

basically a piece every three days. By the time Ye Yuan finished refining all of these 50 pieces of 

Firesource Crystals, wouldn’t it need several month’s time? 

Moreover, refining these Firesource Crystals had fire poison! With Ye Yuan’s strength, 50 pieces were 

enough to claim his life! 

At that time, it would be too late! 

Ye Yuan did not answer Xiong Tie. Lightly supporting the Firesource Crystal in his palm, a lotus flower 

crept out from his palm. 

This lotus flower was precisely the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus! 

The Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus seeing the Firesource Crystal was immediately like being injected with 

stimulants, directly entangling over. 

Under Xiong Tie’s astonished gaze, the bright yellow Firesource Crystal faded at a speed visible to the 

naked eye! All the way until it became a piece of plain old stone! 

“Turns out that Brother Ye wanting these Firesource Crystals was actually in order to nurture essence 

fire! It’s just that this sort of absorbing process, can Brother Ye endure it?” Xiong Tie said in surprise. 

The firesource power in Firesource Crystals was extremely tyrannical. Even if a Tier 6 expert was 

refining, he needed to be very cautious too. A moment of carelessness and one would damage their 

meridians. 

But Ye Yuan did not take this to heart at all. Using less than 15 minutes to refine an entire piece of 

Firesource Crystal, was this any different from courting death? 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “Young Lord Xiong Tie rest assured. This Ye naturally won’t treat his own life as a 

joke. I want these Firesource Crystals precisely for the sake of letting the essence fire advance. And 



removing the clan head’s fire poison also requires borrowing the power of a Tier 5 essence fire. With 

this, has Young Lord’s mind been put at ease?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 649: Essence Fire Abnormal Change 

Xiong Tie naturally did not have anything to feel worried about. He exited Ye Yuan's room fully satisfied 

and contented and instructed that no one was allowed to come and disturb Ye Yuan. 

Of course, the tight encirclement laid down previously, he did not recall it. 

As the young lord, Xiong Tie's intellect was much better compared to Xiong Hui's. 

Without seeing the hare, why would he release the falcon? 

After Xiong Tie left, Ye Yuan started to let the Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame absorb the firesource 

power. 

Ye Yuan was an expert in playing with fire. The speed of him absorbing the firesource power was 

completely not what Xiong Zhang could compare to. 

Basically, he could finish absorbing a piece of Firesource Crystal roughly every 15 minutes or so. 

At the rate of this absorbing speed, logically speaking, the fire poison would flare up very quickly. But to 

Ye Yuan, this was not an issue at all. 

Ye Yuan had refined the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood and was already impervious to a hundred 

poisons. Even if he did not have the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood, refining the fire poison was also just 

something which expended a little effort. 

If Ye Yuan could be corroded by some puny little fire poison, then he, an Alchemy Emperor, would also 

be a waste. 

The Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus greedily absorbed the firesource power. Its aura became increasingly 

stronger. 

Originally, there were only four petals on the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus. But at this time, the fifth 

petal was currently faintly discernible. This was precisely the hallmark of it evolving to become Tier 5. 

In the entire secret chamber, a pale-yellow light halo dispersed. Furthermore, there was a trend of 

getting increasingly flourishing. 

All of a sudden, an extremely blinding light filled the entire secret chamber, shining until people could 

not open their eyes at all. 

When the light faded away, Ye Yuan knew that the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus finally advanced ranks! 

After advancing ranks, the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus came onto Ye Yuan's palm with a slight flash. 

Only to see it bowed its body slightly at Ye Yuan. That manner actually seemed like thanking Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan had heart-to-heart telepathy with the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus long ago and naturally 

knew what meaning it was expressing. 
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"Don't need to be like this. You and I have long become one already. I naturally won't abandon you and 

leave. Helping you advance ranks was also the promise that I gave you back then. Now, it can also be 

considered as fulfilling the promise. In the future, if there is the chance, I'll naturally help you to go even 

further!" Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

The Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus was a psychic object. Back then, when the Cleansing Sandal Flame 

Lotus was subdued with Ye Yuan, Ye Yuan only had Spirit Condensation Realm cultivation. 

And now, several years had passed. The Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus actually could not quite keep up 

with Ye Yuan's footsteps. It invariably worried a little that Ye Yuan would forsake it. 

Although it did not have human intelligence, following Ye Yuan for so long, its instincts told it that 

following Ye Yuan would have different encounters. 

In reality, the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus's evolution speed these few years was far more rapid than it 

cultivating itself. 

A short two to three years time and it evolved from a Tier 4 essence fire to become a Tier 5 essence fire. 

If the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus slowly evolved itself, it also might not even be able to finish evolving 

in several decades to a hundred years. 

Therefore, its dependent relationship with Ye Yuan had already completely switched positions; 

becoming it clinging completely onto Ye Yuan. 

The current Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus already could not do without Ye Yuan. 

Hearing Ye Yuan's words, the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus startled trembling slightly, as if it was 

restraining itself from jumping with joy. If not for it having a lotus flower form, Ye Yuan would even feel 

that this was a small child. 

This discovery involuntarily startled Ye Yuan. Could it be . . . 

"Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus, release the Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame!" Ye Yuan said to the 

Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus. 

"Huuuu . . ." 

The Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus immediately puffed out a bundle of flames, scaring Ye Yuan until he 

stepped back promptly, almost burning his eyebrows to a char. 

"Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus, fly one round around the secret chamber!" Ye Yuan said again. 

Indeed, the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus started flying around the secret chamber very obediently. 

Following that, Ye Yuan tried out several commands again. The Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus actually 

completed them without exception! 

This discovery made Ye Yuan pleasantly surprised! 

The Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus after advancing ranks actually unlocked intellect! 



Although the intellect right now was still very weak, without any doubt, it really gave birth to 

intelligence! 

In the past, although Ye Yuan could control the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus, that was because he 

refined the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus and the flame lotus was like his servant that must do things 

according to his commands. 

But just now, Ye Yuan did not deploy the flame lotus. He only used words to communicate with the 

Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus, and the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus completely understood his 

commands! 

This indicated that the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus already had its own consciousness! 

Ye Yuan naturally knew that essence fires could give birth to intellect under coincidental lucky chances. 

But it required an extremely heaven-defying fortuitous encounter. 

The vast majority of Tier 9 essence fire, though the power was heaven-defying, was just a killing or pill 

refining machine too. They were without intellect. 

Ye Yuan did not think that him helping the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus evolve actually let it to have an 

intellect! 

Essence fires with intellect and essence fires without intellect were two entirely different concepts. 

Essence fires with intellect would cultivate consciously, just like humans, and not rely entirely on 

instincts. 

This way, the cultivation speed would increase tremendously, and the evolution speed would also get 

faster. 

The Divine Realm and hundreds of millions of small worlds, the number of essence fires they had were 

too many to count. But only an extremely few numbers of essence fires could evolve successfully. And 

the vast majority of essence fires would all dissipate between heaven and earth in the end. 

Although the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus was an existence that stood out above the masses among 

Tier 4 essence fires, without Ye Yuan's diligent nurturing these few years, its final outcome would also 

just be returning to nature. 

The Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus giving birth to intellect made Ye Yuan very surprised. 

He only felt that with the current conditions, chances of obtaining a new essence fire again was very 

low. Hence, he focused on nurturing all along, hoping to nurture the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus to 

become Tier 5. 

He did not expect that with an unintentional sowing, the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus actually unlocked 

intelligence on its own. 

"Heh heh, since you've already unlocked intelligence, then you'll be my vital essence fire in the future. 

From today onwards, you'll be called Fiery. I hope that you'll give birth to a primordial spirit soon and 

achieve a primordial spirit body!" Ye Yuan said smilingly. 



The Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus's petals opened and closed. Clearly, it was very happy with Ye Yuan's 

words. 

When essence fires unlocked intelligence, after it evolved to a certain stage, it would give birth to a 

primordial spirit. This primordial spirit was similar to a human's divine soul, while the flame lotus's main 

body would be equivalent to the physical body. 

At that time, the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus would be roughly the same as a human. Furthermore, it 

also had the chance to assault the Deity Realm! 

In the Divine Dao Era, although instances of essence fires becoming deities were few, it was also not 

without. 

Moreover, once essence fires became deities, the might of their strength was unimaginable. 

To Ye Yuan, the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus becoming his vital essence fire was undoubtedly the best 

option. 

The Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame's powerful purifying power was an alchemist's greatest assistance. 

Once it evolved to become a Tier 9 essence fire, that might would be inconceivable; absolutely the 

essence fire that all alchemists yearned for even in their sleep! 

"Come. Since you've already advanced, let's go and remove poison for that bear clan's clan head! There 

is nothing more suitable than using your purifying power to treat fire poison!" Ye Yuan said smilingly. 

Regarding Xiong Zhan's fire poison, if not because he had an existence like the Cleansing Sandal Flame 

Lotus, Ye Yuan would really be at a loss on what to do. 

No matter how powerful Ye Yuan was, he could not possibly refine Tier 6 medicinal pills too. But with 

the formidable purifying power of the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus, that was why Ye Yuan dared to 

guarantee this. 

When Ye Yuan came out, Xiong Tie had already waited for a long time outside. Seeing Ye Yuan come out 

so quickly, Xiong Tie was also slightly surprised. 

This was only less than a day's time, and he already completed refining that many Firesource Crystals? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 650: No Other Choice 

“Brother Ye, we . . . Can we start?” 

Seeing Ye Yuan, Xiong Tie was thinking whether or not he was being funny, to actually place such stake 

on this brat who had not even reached Tier 5. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “En. We can begin at any time.” 

“This . . . Brother Ye has just absorbed the Firesource Crystals. Are you not going to . . . rest for a bit?” 

Xiong Tie was somewhat suspicious now whether Ye Yuan really refined those Firesource Crystals, or he 

kept it himself. 
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Refining 80 pieces of Firesource Crystals within a day, was this sheer nonsense? 

Even if Ye Yuan’s speed was really that fast, could it be that he did not care about the fire poison? Could 

it be that he did not care about the tyrannical firesource power? 

Ye Yuan was just about to speak when Xiong Hui ran over flusteredly and said, “Young Lord, things are 

bad! The Purple Flood Dragon Clan seems to have discovered something! Zi Feng has already brought 

the Purple Flood Dragon Clan and moved out in full force, heading for our territory!” 

Xiong Tie’s expression changed drastically when he heard that and hurriedly said to Ye Yuan, “Brother 

Ye, I’ll bring you to see Clan Head right away! Our Firesource True Dipper Bear Clan’s hope is all on you! I 

hope that you won’t deceive me!” 

Ye Yuan did not show much surprise when he heard this news. Even though Xiong Tie’s mind was 

sharper than Xiong Hui’s, he was still a big dumb bear in the end. This point, inklings could be seen from 

his arrangements after Xiong Zhan got poisoned. 

The flood dragon clan was innately insidious and skeptical. The bear clan having so many suspicious 

movements, how could they not have any happenings at all? 

At this time, Xiong Tie already had no time to hesitate. He could only stake all hope on Ye Yuan. 

Even if Ye Yuan was really a great swindler, he had to pinch his nose and to acknowledge what had to be 

done. And the price if it failed was the lives of all of their bear clan! 

Zi Feng was the Purple Flood Dragon Clan’s Clan Head, whose strength was on par with Xiong Zhan. If 

Xiong Zhan was unable to recover his strength, then the bear clan only had the path of collapse they 

could walk. 

“Young Lord Xiong Tie rest assured. Leave the clan head to me,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Xiong Tie nodded his head and said, “Xiong Hui, go and invite First Elder over! After I bring Brother Ye to 

see Clan Head, we’ll go and stop Zi Feng together with you guys!” 

The bear clan’s strength was much stronger than the Jade Faced Fairy Fox Clan’s. Not only did they have 

a peak initial-stage Tier 6 clan head, they even had an initial-stage Tier 6 First Elder. Except, that First 

Elder did not meddle with worldly affairs. The matters in the clan were basically all passed to Xiong Tie 

to manage. 

Seeing Xiong Tie instructed this, Ye Yuan hurriedly said, “Young Lord Xiong Tie, you mustn’t!” 

“En? What do Brother Ye’s words mean?” Xiong Tie said in surprise. 

Ye Yuan said, “Young Lord mustn’t assume an appearance like facing a great enemy, and also don’t 

invite your First Elder to come out of retirement. As long as you let him pay attention to the 

development of the situation at all times will do. When Young Lord comes across that Zi Feng, just say 

that Clan Head Xiong Zhan is currently in closed-seclusion and will be ready to leave seclusion in a few 

days. Make sure not to reveal nervousness. The Purple Flood Dragon Clan are definitely still unable to 

verify the news right now. That’s why they would put on such a great fanfare. It’s in order to 

demonstrate their might to cow the tiger. You guys reacting too intensely will fit right in with their 



wishes. When the situation is detrimental, pretend to be very powerful to deter the enemy. When 

you’re very powerful, put on a weak appearance to bait the enemy. Understood?” 

Xiong Tie seemed to have understood, but he also seemed to not understand. But he felt that what Ye 

Yuan said was very reasonable. 

But at this time, Xiong Tie could not think too much. He nodded his head and brought Ye Yuan to go see 

Xiong Zhan. 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, he could not help sighing in his heart too. This big dumb bear clan was 

really enough to choke on. 

But this Xiong Tie more or less should be able to comprehend some of his ideas. Presumably, delaying 

for a while was doable. But he had to ramp up the speed a little over on his side. Otherwise, if the Purple 

Flood Dragon Clan really raided in, that would not be fun. 

. . . . . . 

When Ye Yuan saw Xiong Zhan, he could not help being secretly alarmed too. Just how many Firesource 

Crystals did this fellow absorb? To actually be poisoned so deeply. 

The Xiong Zhang before his eyes had an emaciated appearance, his expression haggard, looking just like 

a crazed person. How was there any demeanor of a Tier 6 expert? 

When Xiong Tie saw Xiong Zhan, he knelt in front of him with tears in his eyes and said, “Clan Head, for 

the sake of our Firesource True Dipper Bear Clan, you must hold up! I brought Brother Ye here. He can 

definitely cure your fire poison!” 

Xiong Zhan had a listless look. Only after hearing Xiong Tie’s words did he barely manage to open both 

eyes and briefly sweep a glance over Ye Yuan. He said feebly, “What . . . What means does a Tier . . . Tier 

4 brat have?” 

“This . . . Brother Ye he is the best shaman. He absolutely has ways to save you!” Xiong Tie was uncertain 

too. He already did not have any methods right now. 

Xiong Zhan shook his head slightly and said, “It . . . It’s useless. Let . . . Let him leave! This fire poison . . . 

even I have . . . no way around it. How . . . how can he do?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Regardless whether or not I have any means, I’m afraid it’s no longer up to Clan 

Head Xiong Zhan anymore! Their Purple Flood Dragon Clan has already attacked and now at the 

entrance. If you continue to be like this, the Firesource True Dipper Bear Clan, this lineage, will probably 

be terminated!” 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Xiong Zhan abruptly opened both eyes. A seldom seen glimmer radiated from 

both eyes as he asked Xiong Tie, “Is what he said . . . true?” 

Xiong Tie froze and nodded his head slightly. 

Ye Yuan said, “Alright, no time to waste. Your descendants are going to fight for the bear clan right now. 

You, this old fellow, got to at least do a little something, right?” 



“Want . . . want me to do what?” Xiong Zhan was startled inwardly and muttered. 

Ye Yuan did not bother with him, but he said to Xiong Tie, “Young Lord, you leave first. The clan still 

needs you to preside over the overall situation! Remember what I said before!” 

Xiong Tie looked at Ye Yuan and nodded his head hard and said, “Brother Ye, this place will be entrusted 

over to you! Clan Head, if I don’t return this time, you must help me kill Zi Feng and take revenge for 

me!” 

As he said, Xiong Tie left resolutely. 

Xiong Zhan looked at Xiong Tie’s back view and could not help knitting his brows together. Ye Yuan knew 

that Xiong Zhan’s fire poison flared up again and was currently incinerating his meridians. 

Suddenly, Xiong Zhan shut his eyes and said, “Want me to do what, say it!” 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, the corners of his mouth slightly revealed hints of a smile. He knew that 

the fighting spirit in Xiong Zhan’s heart had already lifted up. 

As an Alchemy Emperor, Ye Yuan had saved god knows how many people before in his previous life. He 

knew his patients’ thoughts like the back of his hand and knew what kind of method to use to stimulate 

the patient’s desire to live. 

Without any doubt, this Xiong Zhan’s soft spot was his clansmen! 

His descendants were all fighting a bloody battle outside, while he was powerless to do anything. 

Nothing could stimulate him more than this. 

“What you have to do is to give up control of your meridians and allow me to free rein! I will enter your 

meridians using essence fire and refine away all the fire poison in your body!” Ye Yuan said. 

Xiong Zhan snapped open both eyes abruptly and stared fixedly at Ye Yuan and said, “Young man, what 

capabilities do you have to dare carry out such conduct?” 

Entering other people’s meridians with essence fire. This was an extremely dangerous action. Even 

though Xiong Zhan was a Tier 6 expert, a moment of carelessness and he would be burned to death by 

the essence fire too! 

Ye Yuan’s way to treat fire poison was seriously too dangerous! 

Even if Xiong Zhang very much wanted to go out and fight side by side with his descendants right now, 

he could not help doubting Ye Yuan’s motives at this time too. 

Towards Xiong Zhan’s intent gaze, Ye Yuan was indifferent. Meeting Xiong Zhan’s gaze head-on, he said 

coolly, “Right now, do you still have other options?” 


